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Form CRS – Client Relationship Summary 
 
Invesco Advisers, Inc. (“IAI”) and Invesco Managed Accounts, LLC (“IMA”) (jointly, “Invesco”, “our”, “our firm”, “us”, or “we”) 
are registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission as investment advisers.  
 
Brokerage and investment advisory services and fees differ, and it is important for retail investors to understand the differences. Free 
and simple tools are available to research firms and financial professionals at Investor.gov/CRS, which also provides educational 
materials about broker-dealers, investment advisers, and investing.   
 
What investment services and advice can you provide me?  
Our firm offers discretionary and nondiscretionary investment advisory services to retail investors (“you”, “your”, or “Client”) across 
investment strategies, sectors and asset classes to individual, institutional, and high net worth clients through separate accounts and 
wrap platforms. For discretionary services, we can buy and sell investments in your Client account without consent (“Discretionary 
Account”), in accordance with investment guidelines, including restrictions and strategy selections, customized by you. We retain 
control over purchase and sale of investments for a Discretionary Account.  
 
For nondiscretionary services, we provide investment advice to you or your financial representative (“Financial Intermediary”) to 
determine investments to buy or sell (“Nondiscretionary Account”), in accordance with your Client agreement or authorized 
Financial Intermediary instructions, including customized restrictions or guidelines. You or your Financial Intermediary retains 
control over purchase and sale of investments for a Nondiscretionary Account. Investment advisory services include investigating, 
identifying and evaluating investment opportunities, structuring, negotiating and investing for your Account, as well as managing 
and monitoring performance and disposing of investments. Frequency of our monitoring and any monitoring limitations are in 
accordance with your agreement with us or your Financial Intermediary. We maintain investment minimums for Client accounts and 
these minimums may differ by investment product type.  Financial Intermediaries  maintain their own account investment minimums.  
 
For additional information regarding Invesco’s discretionary and nondiscretionary services, refer to Form ADV Part 2A Items 4, 
5 and 7 for IAI at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/105360 and IMA at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/154461  
by clicking on the “Part 2 Brochures” link.   
 

Conversation Starters.  Ask your financial professional – 
Given my financial situation, should I choose an investment advisory service? Why or why not? 
How will you choose investments to recommend to me? 
What is your relevant experience, including your licenses, education and other qualifications? What do these 
qualifications mean? 

 
What fees will I pay? 
Our firm contracts with you or your Financial Intermediary (known as a “Program Sponsor”), and this contract sets the fees for 
investment advisory services that you will pay, typically based on the percentage of assets under management (“AUM”). These 
investment advisory fees are negotiable and may be waived. Fees vary depending on product type, strategy and account size and 
may be performance or asset based. We do not receive custody fees or otherwise financially benefit from custodial arrangements 
with you. Differing management fees are negotiated based on anticipated future earnings or assets, account size, related accounts, 
account composition, pre-existing relationship, employee status, and pro bono activities. We may be incentivized to encourage your 
investment with us since fees are based on AUM and will increase as the AUM grows.  
 
Investment advisory services are provided directly and indirectly to you or your Financial Intermediary participating in separately 
managed account programs (“Wrap Programs”) sponsored by Program Sponsor, who provides you with services such as determining 
investment strategy. Our fees vary depending on investment strategy and other factors, but generally are annual, AUM based and 
included in the Wrap Program fee. Program Sponsors typically pay us quarterly. For Wrap Programs where we directly contract with 
you, fees are paid directly to us. The Wrap Program fee received by us is negotiated with the Program Sponsor or you. Additional 
fees may be incurred by you in connection with trades placed by us.  Depending upon the fee, trading activity, the value of custodial 
and other services, the Wrap Program fee could exceed the aggregate costs of the services if obtained separately. In addition to 
advisory fees, you may incur additional charges such as: (i) custodial and accounting charges; (ii) brokerage fees, commissions and 
related costs; (iii) interest expenses; (iv) taxes, duties and other governmental charges; (v) transfer and registration fees and (vi) 
foreign exchange transaction costs. 

https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/105360
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/154461
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You will pay fees and costs whether you make or lose money on your investments. Fees and costs will reduce any amount of 
money you make on your investments over time. Please make sure you understand what fees and costs you are paying.   
 
For additional information regarding fees, refer to Form ADV Part 2A Items 5, 6 and 12 for IAI at 
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/105360 and IMA at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/154461  
by clicking on the “Part 2 Brochures” link.  
 

Help me understand how these fees and costs might affect my investments.  If I give you $10,000 to invest, how much 
will go to fees and costs, and how much will be invested for me? 

 
What are your legal obligations to me when acting as my investment adviser? How else does your firm make money and 
what conflicts of interest do you have? 
 
When we act as your investment adviser, we have to act in your best interest and not put our interest ahead of yours. At the 
same time, the way we make money creates some conflicts with your interests. You should understand and ask us about these 
conflicts because they can affect the investment advice we provide you. Here are some examples to help you understand what 
this means.  
 
We manage Client accounts such as yours with varied investment objectives, policies, strategies, limitations and restrictions, which 
may be subject to different fee types. Our affiliates also manage separate accounts, Wrap Program accounts, and pooled investment 
products. “Side-by-side management” is simultaneous management of accounts or investment products and raises conflicts. We are 
incentivized to direct preferred investment ideas, choose riskier and more speculative investments, give better execution and 
brokerage commissions, and to allocate, aggregate or sequence trades in favor of performance-based fee accounts, since they garner 
greater fees. Differing account types may be restricted from investment opportunities simultaneously due to regulations as well as 
by account suitability and strategy. Conflicts of interest for side-by-side management include potential and actual conflicts for 
employees and supervised persons. We also may recommend that you buy an asset from, or sell an asset to, our own account or our 
affiliate’s account (“Principal Trading”) or invest your assets in proprietary products managed by us or our affiliate, both of which 
may generate additional fees for us. We have implemented policies and procedures regarding  side-by-side management, Principal 
Trading and proprietary products. These policies and procedures are designed to treat you fairly, without being favored or 
disadvantaged, and to mitigate conflicts of interest. 
 
For additional information regarding our legal obligations, refer to Form ADV Part 2A for IAI at  
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/105360 and IMA at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/154461  
by clicking on the “Part 2 Brochures” link.  
 

How might your conflicts of interest affect me, and how will you address them?   
 
How do your financial professionals make money? 
Our financial professionals receive a fixed salary and are eligible to receive bonuses, commissions and a percentage of advisory fees. 
Conflicts of interest can arise since financial professionals receive compensation based on a portion of the fees paid, potentially 
incentivizing them to offer higher fee-generating products. We have implemented policies and procedures designed to mitigate such 
conflicts. Invesco also may compensate employees or employees of affiliates in connection with product sales.   
 
Do you or your financial professionals have legal or disciplinary history?  
Yes.1 Please visit investor.gov/CRS for a free and simple search tool to research IAI and IMA and our financial professionals.  
 

As a financial professional, do you have any disciplinary history?  For what type of conduct? 

 
For additional information about our investment advisory services and to request a copy of this relationship summary please contact 
Invesco at 866-769-2773. 
 

Who is my primary contact person?  Is he or she a representative of an investment adviser or a broker-dealer?  
Who can I talk to if I have concerns about how this person is treating me? 

 

 
1 There are no legal or disciplinary history matters currently disclosed regarding our financial professionals. For certain legal and disciplinary disclosures applicable 
to IAI and IMA, refer to Form ADV Part 2A for IAI at  https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/105360 and IMA at 
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/154461 by clicking on “Part 2 Brochures” link. 
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	 With its Core Fixed Income Strategies IMA seeks to generate outperformance relative to stated benchmarks, net of fees, while exhibiting similar levels of volatility.
	 IMA believes such outperformance can be achieved via active sector allocation and security selection while adhering to tight duration bands; combining fundamental and quantitative methods to identify high quality securities that maximize income potential; and employing a comprehensive risk framework to accurately manage portfolio risks and mitigate downside volatility.
	 Portfolio Risk and Sector Allocation Determination: The IMA Investment Team forms an investment outlook based on a 12-month investment horizon, informed by conclusions drawn from regular macro, municipal team and taxable team meetings. Their outlook is used to establish portfolio risk and sector allocation targets relative to the benchmark; duration is typically neutralized to the benchmark. These targets are formally reviewed monthly but can be changed intra-month.
	 Security Analysis, Assignment and Selection: The sector-dedicated credit analysts conduct fundamental analysis, focusing on issuers with stable/improving credit profiles. An internal rating is assigned for each covered credit. Credits are entered into the credit database for ongoing monitoring. Best relative value opportunities are identified by comparing spreads of internally rated bonds to those of similar NRSRO-rated bonds, and approved credits are placed on the Buy List for purchase. 
	 Portfolio Construction: The traders use the approved names from the Buy List to buy and sell bonds and construct portfolios that are in-line with strategy risk and sector allocation targets. Tax-efficiency is at the heart of IMA’s investing process and for certain tax-efficient strategies the team may place trades that deliberately generate tax losses.
	Core Fixed Income Investment Strategies
	 Invesco Tax-Free - Investment grade tax-exempt municipal bonds; state-specific where applicable.  Available in Enhanced Cash, Short Term, Intermediate Term, Limited Term, and Long-Term duration strategies, with options for ESG or FDI overlays (described below).
	 Invesco Tax-Aware
	 Investment grade blend of tax-exempt municipal bonds and taxable bonds which may include corporate, treasury/agency, Government mortgage-backed securities (‘‘MBS’’), treasury inflation-protected securities (‘‘TIPS’’), and taxable municipal bonds. Sector mix is based on after-tax relative value.  Available in Enhanced Cash, Short Term, Intermediate Term, Limited Term, and Long-Term duration strategies, with options for ESG or FDI overlays.
	 Invesco Taxable
	 Investment grade taxable bonds which may include corporate, treasury/agency, Government MBS, TIPS and taxable municipal bonds. Tax-exempt municipal bonds may also be held.  Available in Enhanced Cash, Short Term, Intermediate Term, and Long-Term duration strategies, with options for ESG or FDI overlays.
	 Invesco Govt-Credit
	 Investment grade corporate and taxable municipal bonds. Tax-exempt municipal bonds may also be held.  Available in Enhanced Cash, Short Term, Intermediate Term, and Long-Term duration strategies, with options for ESG or FDI overlays.
	 Core Fixed Income Strategies Overlay Options
	 Any of these overlays may adversely impact performance as compared to the same strategy managed without the imposition of such overlay. 
	 ESG Overlay 
	 The ESG Overlay (formerly referred to as Impact Overlay) is a broad-spectrum approach to ESG investing, where assets are allocated to available investment opportunities with ESG potential. This includes ESG opportunities related to the environment, education, housing, health care, social improvement, energy efficiency, and infrastructure improvements, among other options.
	 Environmental Leadership Overlay
	 The Environmental Leadership Overlay identifies investment opportunities with high potential to be environmentally beneficial in areas such as land, water, and energy conservation, while also seeking investment opportunities with better climate change profiles and lower negative environmental impact. This approach emphasizes low carbon investment opportunities and is, by design, free of significant fossil fuel reserve owners.
	 Gender Equity Overlay
	 The Gender Equity Overlay identifies investment opportunities using governance criteria such as female representation in leadership and senior management roles, including an evaluation of the number of board seats held by women and whether the board chair is female. Additionally, investment opportunities providing dedicated capital access programs, healthcare services, affordable housing, and educational opportunities for women are preferred. The Gender Equity Overlay may periodically emphasize particular industries, sectors, or regions as a way to leverage assets for increased ESG potential.
	 Faith Driven Overlay
	 Available in certain strategies, this overlay, distinct from our ESG overlays, is intended to provide values alignment for participating clients through a mix of exclusionary screens and positive evaluations.
	 IMA’s Treasury ladder strategies hold Treasury securities with staggered maturity dates and reinvest proceeds of these securities as they mature.  Once securities are purchased, they are generally held to maturity and not actively traded.  IMA’s standard Treasury Ladder offerings have purchases staggered across maturities of 1-12 months, 1-24 months, or 1-5 years at time of purchase.    
	 The Corporate Bond strategies employ a four-dimensional approach to portfolio management focused on risk posture, investment themes, security selection, and risk management. Experienced multi-asset managers construct portfolios using a risk-aware process that incorporates views from across the global fixed income platform. Portfolio managers source views from across the fixed income platform and implement a thematic-based construction approach seeking identifiable investable themes. Portfolio managers utilize fundamental research from subject matter experts to assess “best idea” security recommendations and construct portfolios that balance each client’s investment objectives and unique constraints. A fully integrated risk management framework continuously informs decision making and is combined with independent oversight to ensure portfolio risk and performance goals are being met.
	 These corporate strategies are sub-advised by Invesco Advisers and Implemented by IMA
	 Corporate Bond Strategies
	 Invesco Investment Grade Corporate SMA 
	 US Investment grade corporate bonds and US preferred/hybrid securities. Available with weighted average portfolio duration of either approximately 6-7 years or approximately 3-5 years, respectively.
	 Invesco Corporate Bond SMA 
	 US investment grade and high yield corporate bonds and US preferred/hybrid securities. Available targeting either a 50%/50% or 75%/25% mix of Investment Grade and High Yield with both options available in a weighted average portfolio duration of either approximately 6-7 years or approximately 3-5 years.
	 Invesco Investment Grade Floating Rate Bond SMA
	 Investment grade rated US floating rate corporate bonds and US preferred/hybrid securities. Weighted average duration of less than one year.
	 Invesco Preferred Securities SMA
	 The Invesco Preferred Securities SMA seeks to provide an attractive yield profile by investing approximately 100% in USD denominated preferred/hybrid securities with allocations to both fixed-rate and floating-rate structures. The strategy will limit investment in the financial sector to approximately 75% and investment within High Yield Credit rated securities to 40%.
	The Invesco Income Plus Strategies seek to generate a high level of income by investing in a combination of individual investment grade bonds and zero-fee high yield mutual funds. Tax-Free, Tax-Aware and Government/Credit Strategies with various duration options are available. 
	Invesco Income Plus Strategies
	 Invesco Tax-Free Income Plus Strategy
	The Invesco Tax-Free Income Plus Strategy seeks to generate a high level of tax-free income by investing in a combination of individual tax-free municipal bonds and a zero-fee high yield municipal bond fund. The allocation between individual bonds and the mutual fund is actively managed based on market conditions with an average allocation to individual bonds of 70-80%. The strategy is available with a weighted average portfolio duration of either 3-5 years or 5-8 years.   
	 Invesco Tax-Aware Income Plus Strategy
	The Invesco Tax-Aware Income Plus Strategy seeks to generate a high level of after-tax income by investing in a combination of individual investment grade bonds (municipal, corporate, government, government mbs) and a zero-fee high yield municipal bond fund and a zero-fee high yield corporate bond fund. The sector mix of the individual bonds and the allocation between individual bonds and the mutual funds is actively managed based on market conditions with an average allocation to individual bonds of 70-80%. The strategy is available with a weighted average portfolio duration of either 3-5 years or 5-8 years
	 Invesco Gov’t/Credit Income Plus Strategy
	The Invesco Gov’t/Credit Income Plus Strategy seeks to generate a high level of income by investing in a combination of individual investment grade taxable bonds (corporate, government, taxable municipal, government mbs) and a zero-fee high yield corporate bond fund. The sector mix of the individual bonds and the allocation between individual bonds and the mutual fund is actively managed based on market conditions with an average allocation to individual bonds of 70-80%. The strategy is available with a weighted average portfolio duration of either 3-5 years or greater than 5 years
	IMA’s Tax Optimized Equity Offerings utilize quantitative investment techniques and technology to manage client strategies. Investment strategies are typically customized to client specifications and have a defined benchmark and a set of client restrictions, risk parameters and targets. Invesco’s methodologies consider portfolio risk, transactions costs, and taxes when making investment decisions for each client portfolio.  Invesco utilizes a fully systematic and research-driven investment process that efficiently incorporates client specific customizations and preferences in a cost-efficient manner.  Portfolios are constructed using optimization techniques and generally hold between 100 and 500 securities, depending on the benchmark, strategy, and client requirements. 
	For taxable clients, portfolios are rebalanced using a tax-efficient approach in order to maximize loss harvesting and minimize capital gains. IMA’s Tax Optimized Equity Offerings seek to deliver tax alpha (the after-tax excess return minus any pre-tax excess return, which is a measure of the value added through active tax management) using a highly systematic, quantitative research-driven investment process via a state-of-the-art portfolio management platform.  To accomplish this, Invesco constructs a portfolio comprised of individual stocks that is designed to track the performance of a target benchmark. Invesco portfolio managers utilize software to systematically harvest losses within the client portfolio, and immediately replace the securities sold at a loss with others of similar type and risk.  
	IMA’s Tax Optimized Equity Offerings are implemented and sub-advised by Invesco Advisers. For further information about Invesco Advisers, including its business practices and advisory services, please refer to its Form ADV brochure as filed with the SEC.
	Tax Optimized Equity Strategies  
	Invesco Tax-Optimized Large Cap Equity SMA 
	US large-cap portfolio with long-only exposure to common stocks; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio.
	Invesco Enhanced Tax-Optimized Large Cap Equity SMA
	US large-cap common-stock portfolio with a custom tax-management overlay; the portfolio uses long/short exposure to enhance tax management. This strategy seeks to provide diversified exposure to U.S. equities using margin and shorting to increase loss-harvesting potential, which may lead to higher tax alpha. 
	Invesco Tax-Optimized ESG Large Cap Equity SMA 
	US large and mid-cap, ESG-focused portfolio with long-only exposure to common stocks; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio.
	Invesco Tax-Optimized Total Market Equity SMA  
	US all-cap portfolio of long-only exposure to common stocks; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio.
	Invesco Tax-Optimized Large Cap Growth Equity SMA 
	US large and mid-cap portfolio with a growth orientation and long-only exposure to common stocks; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio
	Invesco Tax-Optimized International Developed Markets ADR SMA
	Large and mid-cap portfolio with long-only exposure to international developed markets stocks; the portfolio may include exposure to common stock traded on domestic exchanges, as well as ADRs, GDRs, and ETFs; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio.
	Invesco Tax-Optimized Broad International ADR SMA 
	Large and mid-cap portfolio with long-only exposure to international developed and emerging markets stocks; the portfolio may include exposure to common stock traded on domestic exchanges, as well as ADRs, GDRs, and ETFs; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio.
	Invesco Tax-Optimized ESG International Developed Markets ADR SMA
	Large and mid-cap, ESG-focused portfolio with long-only exposure to international developed markets stocks; the portfolio may include exposure to common stock traded on domestic exchanges, as well as ADRs, GDRs, and non-ESG focused ETFs; a custom tax-management overlay is applied to the portfolio.
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	Invesco, including IMA, has adopted a Code of Ethics and Personal Trading Policy (the “Code”) pursuant to Rule 204A-1 under the Advisers Act and Rule 17j-1 under the 1940 Act. In conforming with those rules, the Code contains provisions for personal t...
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